Machine-learning guided optimization of laser pulses for direct-drive implosions
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Abstract
The optimization of laser pulse shapes is of great importance and a major challenge for laser direct-drive implosions. In this paper, we propose an efficient intelligent method to perform laser pulse optimization via hydrodynamic simulations guided by the genetic algorithm and random forest algorithm. Compared to manual optimizations, the machine-learning guided method is able to efficiently improve the areal density by a factor of 63% and reduce the in-flight-aspect ratio by a factor of 30% at the same time. A relationship between the maximum areal density and ion temperature is also achieved by the analysis of the big simulation dataset. This design method has been successfully demonstrated by the 2021 summer double-cone ignition experiments conducted at the SG-II upgrade laser facility and has great prospects for the design of other inertial fusion experiments.
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1. Introduction
Laser-driven fusion is a promising approach for the realization of controlled fusion energy. Many laser-driven fusion schemes have been proposed in the past decades, including the direct-drive central ignition, the direct-drive central ignition, the hybrid-drive ignition, the cone-guided fast ignition, the shock ignition, the impact ignition and the double-cone ignition (DCI). In the DCI scheme, the conventional central ignition process is replaced by four progressive processes: quasi-isentropic compression, acceleration, collisional preheating and magnetic field assisted fast ignition. The requirements for the drive laser energy can be reduced significantly because the compression and acceleration of fuels are performed in two head-on gold cones. The need for fast ignition laser energy can also be relaxed to an affordable level of the current PW laser technology with head-on collisional preheating and magnetic field collimated fast electrons.

However, one of the challenges remains in the optimization of the drive laser pulse to obtain a desired implosion with high areal density, high ion temperature and small in-flight-aspect ratio (IFAR) with a given drive energy. At least three shocks should be controlled precisely to achieve a high areal density with relatively small IFAR. This requires to efficiently optimize 22 independent parameters of the laser pulse in a vast parameter space.

With the rapid development of supercomputers and data science, machine learning has been successfully applied in laser fusion research. For example,
Gopalaswamy et al.\textsuperscript{[23]} established the relationship between 1D hydrodynamic simulations and 3D experiment data by using Bayesian inference, leading to a tripped increase of neutron yield at the OMEGA laser facility. Humbird et al.\textsuperscript{[24]} used transfer learning to train the deep neural network with simulation data and experiment data, greatly improving the prediction ability of the calculation model. Peterson et al.\textsuperscript{[25]} used the random forest algorithm to build a surrogate model based on 60,000 2D HYDRA simulations and discovered a new class of robust implosion at the National Ignition Facility (NIF). Rose et al.\textsuperscript{[26]} used the genetic algorithm to optimize the laser pulse at the OMEGA laser facility and obtained an increased neutron yield.

In this paper, we propose a machine-learning method with the combination of the genetic algorithm and random forest algorithm to guide hydrodynamic simulations for the design of the drive laser pulse in the DCI scheme. The 1D code MULTI-IFE\textsuperscript{[27,28]} is employed to efficiently determine the areal density and ion temperature corresponding to a given laser pulse under spherical symmetry approximation. This intelligent approach is not only suitable for the DCI scheme, but is also applicable to other laser drive fusion schemes. For example, if the laser pulse is replaced with an X-ray pulse, this method can be used to optimize the X-ray pulse shape for laser indirect-drive experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the details of the optimization method. Section 3 presents the optimization results and demonstrates the effectiveness of the method with preliminary DCI experimental results. Finally, a summary is given in Section 4.

2. Method

A schematic of the DCI target structure and the drive laser pulse is illustrated in Figure 1. The target is made of a CH plastic shell ($C_{16}H_{16}$). The target structure described by the inner radius $R_1$ and the outer radius $R_2$ remains unchanged in this paper, although it can be included as an independent variable. The laser pulse shape is described by 13 points. The first point is used to define the start of the laser pulse, with its time $t_1$ and power $p_1$ set to 0. The last point is used to define the end of the pulse with its power $p_{13}$ set to 0. The penultimate point is used to define the peak of the pulse, with its power $p_{12}$ set to the maximum power allowed by the laser facility. In total, there are 22 independent parameters ([$t_2, \ldots, t_5, p_2, \ldots, p_{11}$]). These parameters can vary freely in a huge parameter space, which makes it time-consuming to find an optimal pulse shape manually. Typically, at least 2 weeks would be needed to find an optimal pulse for the experimental campaign. In order to optimize the pulse duration flexibly, the time intervals between adjacent points ([$d_{t1}, d_{t2}, \ldots, d_{t12}$]) rather than the time of each point ([$t_2, t_3, \ldots, t_{13}$]) are used to describe the laser pulse shape.

The laser pulse optimization for a given drive energy can be written as follows:

\begin{equation}
\begin{aligned}
\rho, T_i, \text{IFAR} &= f (d_{t1}, p_{laser}), \\
\sum_{i=1}^{12} 0.5 (p_i + p_{i+1}) dt_i &\leq E_{laser},
\end{aligned}
\end{equation}

where $\rho$ is the peak areal density, $T_i$ is the peak ion temperature, IFAR is the peak IFAR, $d_{laser}$ and $p_{laser}$ are the time intervals and powers, $d_t$ and $p_t$ are the $i$th time interval and laser power, respectively, and $E_{laser}$ is the drive laser energy.

During the optimization, we pursue a comprehensive implosion performance with a well-balanced high areal density, high ion temperature and small IFAR. The fitness evaluation function used by the genetic algorithm is constructed as follows:

\begin{equation}
\text{fitness} = k_1 \rho + k_2 T_i - k_3 \text{IFAR}/40,
\end{equation}

where $\rho$ is the shell areal density in g/cm$^2$, $T_i$ is the shell ion temperature in keV, IFAR is the peak IFAR of the plasma shell, and $k_1$, $k_2$ and $k_3$ are weight coefficients between 0 and 1. The negative sign before the IFAR implies that a small IFAR is preferred during the optimization.

The simulation dataset obtained by each round of genetic algorithm optimization is analyzed with the regression model of the random forest algorithm. The feature importance of each independent variable can be extracted by the random forest algorithm and utilized to set the initial laser pulse shape of the next round of optimization. Typically, three to five rounds of genetic

Figure 1. Schematic of the DCI target structure and laser pulse to be optimized in this paper.
algorithm optimizations are needed to obtain a candidate laser pulse shape for the experiments.

3. Results

3.1. One-dimensional optimization guided by the genetic algorithm

Figure 2 shows the target implosion trajectory and the laser pulse shape obtained by manual optimization and machine-learning optimization. The target is made of CH with an inner radius of 450 µm and a thickness of 45 µm. The manually optimized laser pulse is carefully tuned according to the requirements of isentropic implosion with a cost of 2 weeks during the 2020 winter DCI campaign. The laser pulse is then optimized under the same constraints, except that the drive energy is reduced from 12 to 10 kJ and the laser contrast is reduced from 100 to 15 for non-zero points. The minimum time intervals between two adjacent points are set as 200 ps based on the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) tuning precision of the SG-II upgrade laser facility.

The code MULTI-IFE\textsuperscript{[27,28]} used in the simulations is a 1D hydrodynamics program with separated temperatures for electrons and ions, a multi-group for radiation transport and a fusion package. The fusion reaction is turned off during the simulations. The equations of state and opacity are taken from the models of MPQEOS\textsuperscript{[29]} and SNOP\textsuperscript{[30]}, respectively.

It can be seen that the laser pulses are similar overall because both of them meet the requirements of quasi-isentropic compression, which needs low powers at an early time to launch weak shocks and high powers at a late time to generate higher ablation pressure. However, some new features appear in the machine-learning optimized pulse and can be interpreted as follows. More points are used to describe the laser pulse so that the launch and propagation of the shocks can be controlled more precisely. Thirteen points are used to define the laser pulse on the balance of shocks control and pulse implementation at the SG-II upgrade facility. The low power foot at the beginning is replaced by a picket as a result of the reduced laser contrast and the preference of a small IFAR. A ramp rather than a flat top is used at the end of the pulse to better match the increase of material pressure during implosion.

The implosions performances before and after machine-learning optimization are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the areal density has been increased by 63% (from 0.38 to 0.62 g/cm\textsuperscript{2}) because the shock sequence is better controlled so that the CH shell stagnates closer to the spherical center. The implosion velocity decreases a little (from 233 to 223 km/s) due to the reduced drive energy. Besides, the IFAR is also reduced by 30% (from 35 to 28) due to the better control of the shock sequence and higher adiabat on the target outer surface. A better control of the shock sequence means the shocks are launched by the laser pulse at a proper time and break out the target inner surface at a proper radius. In the genetic algorithm optimized implosion, a moderate picket at 0.2 ns is employed to set a relatively high adiabat on the target surface while keeping the shock strength satisfying the requirement of isentropic compression. It is suggested to keep the IFAR smaller than 30 to mitigate the development of hydrodynamic instability\textsuperscript{[7]}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Manual optimization</th>
<th>Machine learning optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\rho) (g/cm\textsuperscript{2})</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_i) (keV)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V) (km/s)</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFAR</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy (kJ)</td>
<td>2 (\times) 6</td>
<td>2 (\times) 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Data analysis with the random forest algorithm

In order to better understand the physical mechanism behind the genetic algorithm optimization, the typical laser pulses and individual fitness obtained by the genetic algorithm
are visualized in Figure 3. The individual fitness is defined as fitness = 0.65ρ [g/cm²] + 0.37Ti [keV] − 0.05IFAR/40 to obtain a high areal density and moderate ion temperature. It can be seen that the laser pulses are distributed in a wide range for early generations and converge to a narrow region later because of the genetic algorithm guidance. For the early generations, there are some laser pulses that have small drive energies because the powers are too low, or the pulses are too short. These pulses with small energies are less likely to survive during the natural selection of the genetic algorithm because they have low fitness. Due to the random gene mutation, there are always some pulse shapes corresponding to low fitness. A general tendency of the genetic algorithm is that the maximum fitness increases rapidly at an early time because the initial population has a good diversity, and then increases slowly as the average fitness approaches the maximum fitness.

The random forest algorithm is powerful in helping the genetic algorithm to jump out of local optimal trap via the analysis of feature importance. The feature importance obtained by the random forest algorithm is presented in Figure 4. It can be seen that all variables of the laser power are important, but the variables d₁ and p₂ are particularly important. This is because they describe the picket in the laser pulse and determine the first shock before the main pulse arrives. Therefore, we can modify these values (d₁, p₂ and so on) to obtain the initial laser pulse for the next round of genetic algorithm optimization. The feature importance of some variables is zero, because these variables are assigned with constants during the optimization. For example, the powers (p₃ and p₄) of the laser pulse are set as zero, because we found that a period of low powers is required after the relatively high-power picket, and laser pulses with powers close to zero are less reproducible at the laser facility.

Many rounds of optimization can be performed to obtain the final laser pulse, but three to five rounds are usually enough for experimental designs. One reason is that the differences of the optimal laser pulses between two rounds will become very small as the optimization converges. Another reason is that other fluctuations in experiments would be larger than these small differences due to the complexity of laser-driven implosions. In this work, the optimal pulse of the fourth round, as shown in Figure 2(b), is selected as the candidate laser pulse of the 2021 summer DCI experiments, although the shell areal density can be increased from 0.62 to 0.68 g/cm² with another round of optimization, as shown in Figure 4(b).

It is interesting to see that both the areal density and ion temperature have upper limits for a given drive energy, since there always exists some entropy increase during the implosion and the maximum imploding velocity is limited by the hydrodynamic instability (IFAR). In Figure 4(b), the upper border of the Tᵢ − ρ scatter can be fitted as Tᵢ = 0.62/(1 + ρ)², where Tᵢ is the shell ion temperature in keV and ρ is the peak areal density in g/cm². This implies that we cannot obtain an implosion with high temperature and areal density at the same time. The final goal to achieve a high ion temperature or areal density depends on the preference of the ignition scheme. For fast ignition schemes, implosions with high areal density and moderate ion temperature are preferred, since the ion temperature will be greatly increased by the heating of fast electrons.

Although the final optimized laser pulse of the genetic algorithm depends on the choice of k₁, k₂ and k₃ in the fitness function fitness = k₁ρ + k₂Tᵢ − k₃IFAR/40, which determines whether an individual will survive or not during the natural selection, the relationship Tᵢ = 0.62/(1 + ρ)² in Figure 4(b) has little dependence on the choice of the fitness function. The reason is that most kinds of laser pulses are searched and evaluated during the random optimization guided by the genetic algorithm at given laser energy and intensity.

### 3.3. Demonstration with DCI experimental results

The above machine-learning design method, a combination of machine-learning and hydrodynamic simulations, has been demonstrated by the 2021 summer DCI experiments...
conducted at the SG-II upgrade facility. The typical laser pulse and double-cone target are presented in Figure 5. The laser pulse is implemented by overlapping four beams with a total energy of 5 kJ on one side. It can be observed that the machine-learning designed laser pulse can be well realized at the SG-II upgrade facility, including the time intervals and laser powers of the pulse. The double-cone target is made of a CH shell, gold cone and target holder. The CH shell has an inner radius of 450 µm and a thickness of 45 µm. The gold cone has a thickness of 20 µm and an open angle of 100°.

Although the detailed experimental results are being interpreted and will be published in other papers, preliminary analysis indicates that the main experimental results are in good agreement with the machine-learning simulations, as shown in Table 2. For example, the measured imploding velocity before collision is about 210 km/s, the peak ion temperature during the collision is about 200 eV and the time cost is about 0.85 ns. These agreements imply that the main part of the CH shells implodes spherically in the gold cone, although there exist high-dimensional perturbations caused by hydrodynamic instabilities and non-uniform laser irradiance.

The experimental results for the 2020 winter DCI campaign designed with the manual optimization method (Figure 2(a)) are also included in Table 2. It can be observed that the experimental results are indeed improved significantly with the machine-learning optimizations. The physical mechanism may be the laser–plasma instability, and hydrodynamic instabilities are better suppressed with the machine-learning designed laser pulse. Further analysis of the experimental results is under the way and will be published elsewhere.

However, it should be noted that some differences exist between the predictions and measurements. The biggest difference is that the simulated areal density is smaller than the measured areal density. One reason is that the simulated result is time-resolved while the experimental result is time-integrated. If the simulated areal density is averaged by the ‘moving average method’ with a time period of 200 ps,
the simulated areal density will decrease to 0.56 g/cm² and become closer to the measurements. The other reason is that the areal density is more sensitive to the perturbations caused by the laser pulse shape, hydrodynamic instabilities and implosion asymmetry. A better match between the simulations and measurements may be achieved by optimizing the laser pulse power towards a more robust pulse shape with a higher CH shell adiabat or replacing the 1D hydrodynamics simulations with 2D simulations in the future.

4. Conclusions

A machine-learning approach is proposed for the optimized design of pulse shapes in laser drive fusion experiments based on efficient hydrodynamic simulations guided by the genetic algorithm and random forest algorithm. The optimization period of laser pulse shapes for an experiment campaign could be reduced from 2 weeks to 2 days with significant higher areal density (an increase of 63%) and smaller IFAR (a decrease of 30%) under similar laser conditions. The efficiency and effectiveness of this method have been well demonstrated with the 2021 summer campaign of the DCI experiments conducted at the SG-II upgrade laser facility.

In the future, we will use this intelligent method to design laser pulses and target structures for the upcoming DCI experiments with larger drive laser energies. The hydrodynamic instabilities and implosion asymmetry will also be considered and optimized with an upgrade version of the MULTI-2D program, so that a more predictive optimization can be achieved.
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